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Professional Painting & More
for Your Home or Business
Gonzalez Painting LLC has served as a North
Alabama business leader for 13 years, providing
precise and exceptional work in a variety of areas.
Gonzalez Painting specializes in its namesake,
fulfilling painting projects for both residential and
commercial customers. Teammates among the
talented crew are also well-versed in hardwood
floor and tile installation and back splash additions,
complete remodels, pressure washing, white
wash, window and cabinet installation and repairs,
framing and many other specific projects and jobs.
“We are a family-owned and animal-friendly
business. We have a great team and believe in
the Lord, family and church,” said owner Stephen
Gonzalez. “Those principles are a big reason we’ve
been successful. We take pride in our work and
believe our customers come first. We treat our
customers’ homes and projects as our own.”
Stephen Gonzalez’s father, Esteban, established
the family business more than 30 years ago,
focusing primarily on painting. Stephen and his
team have continued the legacy, expanding the
professional services, while also staying true to its
painting roots - tackling all painting projects at new
or historical homes and from interior and exterior
walls to cabinets, ceilings, crown molding and base
molding. They’re also experts at drywall repairs.
“When the business first started, we relied on
word-of-mouth advertising and that’s still important
today. Our customers are loyal, and we appreciate
their recommendations,” Gonzalez said.
Gonzalez Painting serves individuals and
businesses in Decatur, Hartselle, Huntsville,

•••

Contact Gonzalez Painting at 256-257-2071
or by email at info@gonzalezpaintingal.com
You can also visit their website at
https://www.gonzalezpaintingal.com/
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Oil, Lube, and
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Local.
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Madison, Harvest, Moulton, Trinity and all across
the Tennessee Valley. The company provides free
estimates. If you trust Gonzalez Painting for a job,
they’ll leave it clean as it was beforehand.
Check out recent online reviews about the
Gonzalez Painting team and you’ll see how
satisfied they leave customers…
• “They did a great job painting my living room
and foyer (ceilings, walls, and trim)! They arrived on
time and worked hard all day. They completed it in
2 days and thoroughly cleaned everything. They
did a fabulous job! I would recommend them to
anyone,” - proclaimed one review.
• Another stated: “Gonzalez Painting did a really
great job remodeling our home. They completely
gutted our bathroom and gave us a new one
that we are very pleased with. Also did drywall,
painting, and crown molding in other rooms.
They were always very accommodating when
I asked them to do something. They are really
nice, professional workers who do great work in a
reasonable amount of time. We would definitely use
them again!
• And, another: “I would recommend Gonzalez
painting over others. They are very professional. I
can’t say enough good things about the Company.
They’re honest. Great work. Only painters I will
ever use.”
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Located on Hwy 24 - 1/4 mile west of Beltline
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Gonzaléz
Painting LLC

COLLISION & RESTORATION
Used Motor Vehicle Dealer

INTERIOR • EXTERIOR

Specializing in Restorations,
Candy, Pearl, Flakes, Graphics,
Motorcycle Painting and RV & Boat Repair

Visit our Facebook Page for Special Deals for Friends
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3953 Highway 67 • Somerville, AL 35670
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automotive-innovations.net
256-778-0705

225 Main St W
DOWNTOWN HARTSELLE 35640
(256) 773-3318
zoeysdowntown.com

256.257.2071
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FREE ESTIMATES
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